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“When a woman gives birth to a child in
Nigeria, it is the whole community who
has just given birth. The women in the
community, especially the older ones,
support the new mother from day one
with cooking, cleaning the house,
washing and shopping. 
In Nigeria, the child belongs to the
whole community. The family, especially
the women, take turns to stay with the
mother so as to help with taking care of
the baby and mother. They do this for up
to six weeks to ensure that the mother
has completely regained her strength
and is fit to care for her household
including the new baby. Where the
couple live far from their relatives, those
in the community, including the 
partner, take turns in supporting the
mother. Mothers are held in a very high
esteem in Nigeria. The support from the
state is limited to maternity leave and
that is only if they are employed by the
NGOs or the government. The support
they receive from their partners,
communities, relatives and friends is
what really helps women to fulfil the
roles and responsibilities of
motherhood.”

Janet, Nigeria

“In my country motherhood signifies
deep compassion, tolerance and love. 
The country is referred to as 'mother'
sometimes. For me personally,
motherhood is an opportunity to nurture
and mould another human being.”

Meseret, Ethiopia

“Motherhood to me is about caring for
someone and putting them first. I think
it is a selfless and often painful and
daunting process. I would not want to be
a sole carer - this is something that
society has imposed on us, to be mainly
responsible for parenting, but caring
should really be shared. I have other
ambitions in life and would not want to
put everything on hold to become a
mother. But there is a lot of pressure on
women - a friend of mine recently went
back to work and felt so guilty! We are
brought up to believe that motherhood is
our main duty and that if we want to do
something else too, we are not doing it
right.”

Rojeen, Kurdistan

“When
I became a
mother I did not have a clue about
babies, being an only child and not
having any relatives in the UK. I relied
on the hospital nurses teaching me how
to pick up the baby, how to change it,
how to breastfeed it, everything. The
rest was advice from my mother who
suggested that he slept outside in our
covered patio every afternoon, which was
the German way. It was advice I eagerly
followed, flopping into the armchair with
relief at having an hour or so to myself.
My mother was ecstatic at the new
addition to the family after her
experience of the loss of her entire
family in the Holocaust.”

Jennifer, UK

“My mother is the one person whose love
I never doubted - I always knew she
loved me unconditionally. Her love is
something you know is safe. With my
father, I felt I had to fight for affection
and recognition more, but my mother
always accepted and forgave me even if I
got into trouble. This feeling of safety is
what I also want to instil in my child,
but it is not always easy. I am very lucky
- I am very close to my mother. She
always knew everything about me - I
missed that a lot when I had my
daughter in this country and my mother
was far away. I try to stay in touch and
still look for her advice and support even
though she is miles away.”

Mamatanda, Uganda

“Motherhood is changing a lot in Africa
because of HIV/Aids. So many children
have lost both parents! Friends and the
extended family now play a crucial role
in raising these orphans. So motherhood
is not just about 'natural' parents but
also involves friends and relatives
raising the children of those who died.”

Mamatanda, Uganda

“I miss my mother as a friend and her
unconditional support, especially around
holiday times when the whole family
gets together. Something is really
missing in my life.”

Dina, Bosnia

“I receive a lot of support from my
friends. But the day-to-day aspects of
parenting are my personal
responsibility. I wish this was not so; I
strongly believe it should not be the
case, that we should not spend all our
time and energy teaching, feeding and
entertaining our children. I do not
understand why there is no state
institution to take some of this
responsibility. In general, the burden
seems lighter in my home country as we
have our families around us. But the
negative side of this is that you cannot
raise your child the way you want to.
Everybody thinks they have the right to
teach your child what they believe in.
My father took my son to the mosque
when he was only 4 years old, and he
also took him to the shop where he
works to make him a ‘man’!”

Nadia, Iraq

“Motherhood is understood as the
natural role for women. People are
surprised that women like me do not
want to have children.”

Sarah, UK

“What I miss most about my family is
my mother and her devotedness to her
family; her genuine love and affection.”

Keiko, Japan

“My husband and my two children had
to leave me behind with my youngest
son when they fled the country, so I was
separated from them six years ago and
only managed to join them five years
later. Being separated from my children
was very hard - most of the time I cried
and was very depressed during this
time.”

Leila, Somalia

motherhood

“Becoming a mother has been one of the
most wonderful journeys of my life. I
have never known love like it...”

Joanna, England
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As many of you know already, this issue
has particular resonance for me. It is a
personal issue unlike any other since I
started producing Refugee Women’s
News. This summer, I lost my mother to
cancer back home in Germany. At the
same time, I am expecting my first child
to be born in November and so am about
to embark on my own personal journey 
to motherhood.

The issue is personal, but, as life teaches
us, the personal is political and to
obscure this is in fact one of the more
insidious strategies of power. My mother,
like around 13000 other people per year
in the UK and Germany alone, died
because there is no cure for pancreatic
cancer - and yet we have Viagra, yet we
have missions to Mars, yet President
Bush requested a budget of US$401.7
billion for defense alone for 2005. Of
course these things are complex; I am not
promoting one-sided conspiracy theories
which would be reactionary at best.
However, we need to look at the broader
context of our personal lives if we want to
understand our positions within
constellations of power in this world.

Thanks in part to my ‘first class’
European passport, my secure income,
and RWA’s policy of compassionate leave,
I was able to stay with my mother
throughout the last weeks of her life. For
many refugee women, this is a luxury
they cannot afford, and Jude Boyles
discusses in very moving terms the many
losses of exile on page 10. Leila from
Somalia, one of the women I interviewed
for my article on pages 6-7, lost her
mother shortly before she fled her
country and has never been able to visit
again since. Her children have never
visited her home country, and this makes
her very sad; she has lost her mother and
her home land.

Motherhood in itself is of course a highly
complex issue. It is seen as the universal
and ‘natural’ role for women, yet many
women choose not to become mothers.
Some are involved in raising children
that are not their own. Others raise
children with their lesbian partners, as
Emma Scott discusses on page 11. Others
yet are brave enough to raise their
children as single mothers in a foreign
country and with minimal support from
the state, as Nadia deplores on page 2.
What is crucial is not what is ‘natural’
about the many forms of families that are
emerging today, but rather that the state
provide as much support as is needed for
all families to grow and raise future
generations in safety and respect.

As the article by the Maternity Alliance
on page 8-9 reveals, asylum seeking
women are at the bottom end of state
provision when it comes to support for
pregnant women and young mothers. 
Genet’s story on page 8 in particular
shows the lack of humanity and
compassion of an asylum system which
simply abandons people once they have
reached ‘the end of the process’. That the
system is flawed to start with and
inadequately considers women’s claims
for asylum is of course the other side of
that same coin.

Despite the limitations in state provision, 
there are a range of entitlements for
pregnant women and mothers, but access
to these entitlements for asylum seeking
women is often seriously compromised
due to lack of information. On pages 12 &
13, Ilana and myself have compiled some
of the most important entitlements for
pregnant women and young mothers,
whether they are seeking asylum or have
refugee status in this country.

Because I am going on maternity leave,
there will be fewer issues of Refugee
Women’s News over the next few months,
but these will be extended in length as is
this one. Here, we have also included for
you an update on the issue of honour
crimes, recent UK and international
news, and a profile of the Saharawi
refugee camps of the Western Sahara in
which women are playing a crucial role.

It is now time for me to say good-bye to
you for a few months. Before I go, I
would like to thank all the contributors
for this issue. I would also like to thank
my colleague Anne Tamale who was on
the editorial team for this issue and
contributed enthusiasm and great ideas
to the planning of its content. Anne has
since left RWA, and we wish her all the
best for the future. 

I would especially like to thank all the
women who agreed to be interviewed and
responded to our questionnaire.
Together, I believe we have managed to
make this issue a beautiful celebration of
motherhood and the diversity of women.

In this spirit, I would like to dedicate this
issue to my mother, in loving memory,
and to all of us many and diverse women
out there - whether we are daughters or
mothers or both.

Corinna Ditscheid, Editor

Welcome
from all of us

at RWA!

For front page photo credits and captions, please refer to page 9.
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United Kingdom:
Important Changes to
Family Amnesty

In October 2003 the Immigration and
Nationality Directorate (IND) announced
that it would grant indefinite leave to
remain to asylum seekers (and their
dependants) who:
- claimed asylum before 2.10.00
(regardless of whether their claim is
pending, or refused and regardless of the
outcome of the appeal);
- had a dependant aged under 18 in the
UK on 2.10.00 who was still a dependant
in the UK on 24.10.03;
- have no criminal convictions; and
- had not been granted leave to remain.
Last week the IND made several
important changes to this policy. 
It now applies also if:
- a dependant aged under 18 joined the
claimant (by being born or arriving in the
UK) after 2.10.00 & before 24.10.03; or if:
- the claimant's only / youngest child
turned 18 after 2.10.00 but before
24.10.03. The policy now also applies
even if limited leave to remain was
granted and to Kosovars who arrived in
the UK under the Humanitarian
Evacuation Programme before 2.10.00,
even if they did not claim asylum until
after 2.10.00.
However the policy will only be applied to
those who make a written application
to the IND by 31 December 2004. This
change undermines the reasonableness of
the positive changes since many who
would benefit will not know that they
must now apply.
Full details of the amended policy are
available on the IND website at:
www.ind.homeoffice.gov.uk/ind/en/home/l
aws___policy/policy_instructions/apis/one-
off_exercise_to.html

EU: New Commissioner
Supports External Refugee
Detention Centres

The newly-appointed EU Commissioner
for the renamed Directorate-General for
"Justice, Freedom and Security", Rocco
Buttiglione from Italy, has come out in
favour of a refugee detention centre in
north Africa to hold and ‘process’ refugees
and asylum-seekers. It is reported that
the idea will be discussed at a meeting of
the "G5" EU states (Germany, Spain,
Italy, France and the UK) in October. 
More details from Statewatch at: 
www.statewatch.org/news/2004/aug/09ref
-detention.htm

United Kingdom:
British Court of Appeal
Undermines Absolute
Prohibition of Torture 

The British Court of Appeal has adopted
a decision on 11 August 2004 to allow the
use of evidence obtained abroad through
torture. The Association for the
Prevention of Torture (APT), an
international NGO based in Geneva, has
responded to this with deep concern: 
The prohibition of torture is an
imperative norm of international law.
The rule of inadmissibility of information
obtained through torture is one of the
direct consequences of this prohibition
and is enshrined in Article 15 of the UN
Convention against Torture, which
states: " [...] any statement which is
established to have been made as a result
of torture shall not be invoked as
evidence in any proceedings [...]". 
To date 134 States have subscribed to
this international norm, including the
United Kingdom. 
The full text of the judgement by the
British Court of Appeals is at:
www.statewatch.org/news/2004/aug/siac-
judgement.pdf
The statement by the Association for the
Prevention of Torture is available from
www.apt.ch/bca_statement_en.pdf

United Kingdom: Women
Still Risk Losing their Jobs
When Pregnant

On 6 September 2004, to mark National
Pregnancy Week, the Equal
Opportunities Commission launched 
a major new report into pregnancy
discrimination in the workplace. Tip of
the Iceberg, the interim report of the
EOC's investigation into discrimination
against pregnant women at work, looks
at how the responsibilities and costs of
pregnancy, as well as the benefits, are
currently shared between employers, the
state and individual women and their
families. The report reveals that
pregnant women will continue to get a
bad deal and even face redundancy
unless the Government acts to give more
support to families and employers and
improve awareness of the law.
The report's proposals for change are
designed to ensure the law is better
understood and communicated, and that
families and employers get more support. 
The report is available from EOC at:
www.eoc.org.uk/pregnantandproductive

Turkey: Women’s Platform
for the Holistic Reform of the
Turkish Penal Code

Since 2002 the Women's Platform on the
Turkish Penal Code has been extensively
lobbying for a holistic reform of the penal
code from a gender perspective and for
the removal of all discriminatory
provisions from the penal code draft law.
The platform, consisting of more than 30
NGOs nationwide, has succeeded in
having the majority of women's demands
included in the draft law. However,
discriminatory provisions remain,
violating human rights in the domain of
sexual and reproductive rights in Turkey.
The Draft Law still fails to effectively
penalize women's human rights
violations such as honour killings and
virginity testing and falls short of
prohibiting discrimination based on
sexual orientation. Although abortion
was allowed up to 12 weeks in the
original draft law, the Justice
Commission reduced this period to 10
weeks. The current provisions also leave
room to penalize consensual sexual
relations between youths aged 15-18.
The Turkish Penal Code Draft Law is
expected to be voted on by the Grand
National Assembly on September 14th.
For more information, visit Women for
Women's Human Rights (WWHR) online
at www.wwhr.org.

United Kingdom: Asylum
Statistics Show Safety
Denied to Those In Need

The Home Office published asylum
statistics for the second quarter of 2004.
The Refugee Council reacted to the new
decreased numbers with concern, stating
that: “The Government claims to be
offering a safe haven to people fleeing
persecution. It is therefore extremely
worrying that the number of people
offered sanctuary here in the UK has
fallen so dramatically when we are seeing
widespread repression and conflict in
many parts of the world”. To find out
more visit the Refugee Council website at
www.refugeecouncil.org.uk/news/aug2004
/relea175.htm

This page compiled and written 
by Ilana Bakal.

NEWS: GENERAL
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NEWS: UPDATE ON HONOUR CRIMES

"It is about women's rights,
and women's rights are
human rights": Update on
Honour Crimes in the UK
and Europe

"Dear Mr. Hein,
We have been informed by the
representative of the Organization of
Women's Freedom in Iraq-Holland,
Astera Muhammad, that a Kurdish
woman by the name Suham Quirani was
murdered on April 13, 2004 in the
Netherlands' city of Delfi.  Mrs. Quirani
was savagely stabbed to death and cut
into pieces by her husband who then
proudly gave himself to the police.
Unfortunately the police and the media
including state run media has kept silent
in regard to this horrible crime. …" 

This extract from an open letter written
by Sawsan Salim, the coordinator of the
International Campaign to End Honour
Killing, was sent to the Netherlands'
government officials and to the
Netherlands' minister of Justice Mr. Jan
Piet Hein.  Sawsan added that the
response to Suham’s murder was
"similar” to that to “the murder of Kashal
Karim in the Netherlands and Heshu
Yones in London" in previous years.

As we reported in our newsletter issue 23
in June 2003, Heshu Yones, 16,  was
violently stabbed to death on 12th
October last year by her father. He said
at the time that he killed his daughter to
protect the honour of the family.
However, the only crime Heshu had
committed was to have a relationship
with someone she loved. She wanted to
choose an independent and modern life.
A year ago, Shafilea Ahmed, 17, vanished
from her home. Her body was later
discovered hidden in a river bed in
Cumbria. Shafilea, shortly after
returning from a family holiday in
Pakistan, had attempted to commit
suicide to avoid an arranged marriage.
The police believe she may have been
murdered to avenge her family's honour.

Again and again in the heart of Europe,
women are killed by fathers, brothers and
husbands with backward and male-
chauvinist mentality. The killing of
Subhia Nadir, Fadima Sahindal, Pela
and Wafa are further examples of these
brutal and barbaric crimes in countries
where the rights of men and women are
supposed to be equal and protected.

The killing of women reflects the
aggression and lack of rights that women
are subjected to in countries and regions
under the control of certain Islamic
forces. The killing of thousands of women
and the fact that many more are driven
to commit suicide in the name of
'protecting a family's honour' finds legal
grounds in male-chauvinist and
misogynist laws.

The racist policies of European
governments towards refugee women in
the name of multiculturalism also help
such crimes to happen. European
governments, including the British
government, make excuses for honour
crimes by claiming they want to respect
the culture of the communities. This
results in preventing women from
integrating into the secular and modern
societies of Europe and directly leads to
these inhumane and brutal attacks
against women.

In September 2003 the Metropolitan
police announced new research into
"honour killings". This followed the
conviction of Heshu's father for her
murder. This year, on 22 June, European
police met in The Hague to look at ways
of tackling "honour killings". They now
aim to set up a pan-European unit to
combat the killings and crack down on
related issues. At this meeting, the
Metropolitan Police in the UK decided to
review honour crimes by re-examining
more than 100 murders in England and
Wales they suspect could be so-called
honour killings. Scotland Yard detectives
are now examining murder files going
back 10 years - 52 in the London area
and 65 in other parts of England and
Wales. The victims in these cases were
from South Asian communities, and some
of the victims came from Arabic or
Eastern European backgrounds. 

"We've been unaware, we've been
ignorant of the crimes going on",
Commander Andy Bake from the Met
said. He explained that the police are not
re-opening these cases, many of which
have been through the courts with
convictions, but rather looking at them to
learn how we can prevent the killings in
the future: "Everyone needs to be
educated to look out for early warning
singles. All agencies need to share
information."

Two years ago, the Violence Against
Women - Women Against Violence
Campaign in London launched an
international campaign involving many
European countries and Canada. Their
aim is to form an international project to
discuss honour crimes and to lobby
through the United Nations and the
European Commission.

It is very important for the whole
community to be involved in tackling this
issue, and to implore schools to open
their doors for girls who are threatened
by their families. It is also key to reach
out to the wider community to raise
awareness about women's rights as
human rights.

Ilana Bakal

For more information, contact the
Violence Against Women - Women Against
Violence Campaign on 020 7263 1027,
email mecwr2003@yahoo.com, or visit
www.womenagainstviolence.org.uk

The women's rights organisation
CHANGE recently held a meeting at 
the House of Commons to discuss the
research findings of a report into 
honour based violence in the UK. For
more information, contact
changeinternational@btinternet.com.

The Finnish women's rights organisation
Kvinnoforum is holding a 2-day
conference on honour crimes in Europe in
October. For details, see page 15.

Shafilea Ahmed is
another victim of suspected

honour killing in the UK. Her
body was found in Cumbria in

late 2003, shortly after an
attempted suicide to escape an
arranged marriage in Pakistan.

Her parents were arrested in
December 2003 but released

on bail this July.
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MOTHERHOOD ACROSS CULTURES

Motherhood is often understood to be a
'universal' attribute shared by women
across the world. But what image of
motherhood emerges once we go beyond
the assumption of universalism and
really start listening to what women
themselves have to say about their
individual experiences? What differences
emerge across cultures? How does exile
impact on a woman's experience of
motherhood? Surely the assumption of
'universal sameness' is unveiled as myth
once we consider motherhood within the
context of other social institutions,
including, most notably for us, asylum.

For the present article, I have collated
thoughts on motherhood - through
personal interviews and questionnaires -
from 19 women from 14 different
countries. The majority of the women
who took part are refugees, although only
two are asylum seekers still waiting for a
response from the Home Office. Five
women are from the UK, and two are
immigrants who came the UK for work or
study. The women range in age from
their early twenties to their sixties and
14 of them are mothers. Of the other 5,
three have deliberately chosen not to
have children. Needless to say, all
participating women have experienced
motherhood as daughters. Eight have lost
their mothers; the others continue to
have a relationship with their mothers
although all the women, except for the
UK participants, have been separated
from theirs mothers through exile.

It has to be said that I am not claiming
that the thoughts and experiences I
discuss in the following will in any way
be representative on a larger scale.
However, when speaking to different
women various interesting points emerge
about the similarities and differences in
women's experiences of motherhood and
the specific issues that affect refugee
mothers in exile. 

How Women Define Motherhood
"Motherhood means and has meant
different things to me at different points
in my life. It is all embracing, demanding
but at the same time very fulfilling. It has
been an opportunity to teach, guide and
learn." (Sylvia*, from Uganda)

Sylvia's attempt at a definition
encapsulates what all the women felt
about motherhood: They shared a strong
sense of it being about "giving to someone
else" (Abby, from the UK), about
nurturing, about "compassion and love"
(Meseret, from Ethiopia). But Sylvia's
sense that motherhood is also very
"demanding" was also shared by many.

Joanna, from the UK, defined the
experience as "great joy and great pain".
Nazand, from Iraq, felt the need to
express the pain more so than the joy:
While she is certain of her love for her
son and cannot imagine her life without
him, she also suffers from the burden
that is placed on her in raising him as a
single mother with minimal support from
the (foreign) state she lives in.

It is interesting to note that many of the
women emphasised that motherhood has
little to do with whether one is the
'biological' mother of a child. For Keiko,
from Japan, motherhood means to be
involved in bringing up children, whether
or not they are one's own. Parvin from
Iran, is also closely involved in raising
the children of friends, despite not having
any children herself. And Janet, from
Nigeria, also pointed out that it does not
matter whether there is a blood
connection - what matters is that
motherhood involves caring for and
bringing up a child.

The Expectation of Motherhood
While the women challenged any
understanding of motherhood as being a
solely 'natural' or biological relationship,
they all felt that the predominant
assumption in their societies was still
exactly that: That women should be
mothers simply by virtue of them being
women, and that women who do not have
children are somehow 'unnatural'. 

Meseret, from Ethiopia, found that,
women are expected to have children in
her home country and that when a couple
remains without children, "society will
condone the man if he wishes to have a
child outside the family. Among educated
families this doesn't happen any more,
but it still does among rural families or
when a woman is economically dependent
on the man."

In Japan, according to Keiko,
conservative politicians routinely refer to
women who do not have children as
"selfish". Rojeen described how in
Kurdistan, where she grew up, there is a
lot of pressure for women to become
mothers: "When you get married, you are
expected to have children straight away.
Women are not real women until they
have experienced birth."

Juggling Motherhood and Work
Nine of the women I interviewed have
children under 16, and all of them are
currently in employment, with the
majority of them working full-time. Leila,
an asylum seeking woman from Somalia
with permission to work in this country,

works full time and enjoys being able to
be a mother and also work. Joanna, a
young mother from the UK, also feels
that she is actually a better parent for
being able to work. 

In many instances, of course, it might be
a pre-requisite for women to work to
sustain their families financially, and
many women said that given the choice,
they would prefer to work part-time.
Sylvia, for example, works full- time and
resents the fact that with the high cost of
childcare in the UK, she effectively works
to pay somebody else to look after her
child. But as a single mother and with
mortgage payments that need to be met
every month, she has little choice. Maria,
an asylum seeker from Colombia, lost her
husband a few years ago and currently
works two jobs to meet the cost of raising
her teenage son in London. Dina, a
refugee woman from Bosnia, also thinks
that part-time work would be ideal: "You
desperately need to be with your child,
but it is also good to have a break from
each other. When the baby is in a good
hands and the mother can go out to work
for a few hours to work: that is the best."

Differences between Cultures
Despite these similarities in women's
experiences of motherhood, many
differences also emerged across cultures.
The main difference felt by refugee
women between their experience of
motherhood here and what it was (or
would likely be) in their home countries
seems to lie in the level of support they
have. Sylvia explained how women in
Uganda have "a lot more support because
of the nature of our communities there,
where extended families still play a very
important role". Being a single mother,
she argued that "in Uganda one would
not identify oneself as a single parent in
the same way because the family is too
involved and supportive. Here in the UK,
you really are a single parent, managing
alone with no help at all." 

It is not surprising then, that refugee and
asylum seeking women who have lost all
the support networks they were
accustomed to feel isolated in the UK
where people live much more individual
lives. Charlotte pointed out that "a
stereotype exists between the unfriendly
city and the friendlier countryside" in the
UK, and Bridget, who raised her children
in a small English village with a
population of only about 500, confirms
that she found a lot of support. Yet this
hardly reflects the experience of refugee
women who, if sent out to dispersal
areas, will tend to experience even more
isolation. Nazand, too, laments the
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difficulties of raising a child as a single
mother and refugee in the UK. She felt
very alone in her responsibilities and
found very little support. As there is no
pre-school childcare provision in the UK,
she had to take her son to a play centre,
but her son did not like this at all and
she was left to struggle to look after him
herself. Compare this with Janet's
account from Nigeria:

"When a woman gives birth to a child in
Nigeria, it is the whole community who
has just given birth. The women in the
community, especially the older ones,
support the new mother from day one
with cooking, cleaning the house,
washing and shopping."

Being Separated from Children
in Flight
A particularly painful aspect of
motherhood that is unique to
refugee women is that of having to
be separated from their children in
flight. Leila from Somalia and Laura
from Colombia both had to endure
this trauma. Leila was separated from
her husband and her two older children
for five long years before she was able to
flee her country and join them in the UK,
where they had previously claimed
asylum. She remembers feeling very sad
and depressed for the majority of those
five years. What is worse, her agony
continues in the UK because the Home
Office has still not made a decision on her
claim. For the past two years, she has
lived in fear of being separated from her
family again. Laura's situation is similar.
Her children have been granted asylum,
but since she was able to join them here,
she is still waiting to hear whether she
will be allowed to stay with them. Recent
changes to the family amnesty policy by
the IND will probably help to keep some
families together, but many women will
continue to face the tragedy of having to
be separated from their children.

The Loss of Mothers and Families
"I miss the social life we shared and the

help and moral support my family gave
me" (Leila from Somalia)

In the context of the isolation they tend
to experience in this country, refugee
mothers miss their families, and above
all their own mothers. All the refugee
and asylum seeking women I spoke to
have been separated from their mothers
through exile, and some have lost their
mothers forever. They all shared a very
strong sense of loss, and the feeling that
they missed their mothers very much, all
the time. It is particularly in their own
role as mothers that women tended to

miss their mothers most. Leila, whose
mother died shortly before she fled her
country, said that "I miss my mum very
much especially when I have problems
with the children because she would be a
very good adviser!" 

Having lost their mothers through exile,
most of the women felt they had come to
treasure their own history and ancestry
even more. Rojeen, for example, finds 

that she now understands her upbringing
much better:

"Our Kurdish identity has always been
under threat, and when in exile we feel
the need to carry on the heritage and
culture. So when you have children in the
host country, you want them to know and
treasure your history, but how do you
make sure that they will accept this? How,
for example, do you them respect the
elderly, which is so essential in our
culture and yet so neglected in the UK? It
is hard to negotiate two cultures; it can
make you feel like you are living a double
life. I now realise I will be just like my
mother when I have children, quite strict,
because I want them to learn and respect
the elements of my own culture."

Motherhood Across Cultures
Indeed, mothers in exile take on the
responsibility of teaching their children
about their home culture and tradition in
addition to helping them find their place
in the host society. All the mothers I
spoke to said their children speak
English as well as their mother tongue,
and this was very important to them.

Dina, for example, said she never speaks
English at home and also keeps "a lot of
our culture and tradition in the house".
Yet transferring a language, culture and
identity is not always easy in the host
country. Sylvia, for example, found this
difficult on a day-to-day basis. The best
way, she has found, is to take her
daughter to Uganda at least once a year:
"When she is there, she just picks it up
easily and connects with the people,
language and culture".

But travelling back home is not an option
available to all refugee women. As long
as the Home Office has not made a
decision, an applicant will be unable to
return home. This is the case for Leila,
whose children have never visited her
home country. Janet, a refugee woman
from Nigeria, has only recently been
granted indefinite leave to remain,
after many years of insecurity in the
UK. Since she and her family have
had their papers, they have not yet
been able to visit Nigeria, and Janet

is insecure about how her children will
handle a visit after so many years.

Parvin, from Iran, expressed a fear that
"today's children will become the 'lost'
generation" if there is no supported effort
to reconcile their 'integration' in the host
society with strong links to their home
countries. This resonates with Maria's
hopes and fears: She is an asylum seeker
from Colombia who, despite having been
a journalist in her home country now
works two jobs cleaning houses to
support herself and her son. Her life has
become very difficult, but she is
determined to rebuild it for the sake of
her child. Dina too, knows that the
stereotype that refugees come here
"simply to get a bit of the good life" is a
sham. She, too, went from being a high-
earning radio broadcaster to being
destitute in a new country. She has
worked very hard to rebuild her life, but
still she knows that "even after 12 years
in this country we have not regained
even a third of what we lost through the
war back home". Nonetheless, Dina
knows that she would always do the
same all over again if it allowed her to
provide safety for her child.

Hopefully when they grow up, the
children of refugees will always be able to
benefit from their mothers'
determination, courage and strength.

Corinna Ditscheid

*All the women’s names have been
changed to protect their anonymity.

For many refugee women, their children
represent hope for a better future. 
© RWA/J.Dimitrijevic.
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THE NEEDS OF PREGNANT ASYLUM 
SEEKERS

In 2002, the Maternity Alliance published
Mothers in Exile: Maternity experiences of
asylum seekers in England, a landmark
report that explored the plight of
pregnant asylum-seeking women and
their babies in the UK.  

The report found that pregnant asylum
seekers struggled to survive in a system
that often treated them with indifference,
suspicion and contempt. It found that
emergency and temporary
accommodation often put the health of
asylum seeking women and their babies
at serious risk, that the voucher system
was inadequate to support maternal and
infant health, and that access to
healthcare and maternity services was
seriously compromised due to the
dispersal policy, a lack of information and
interpreting services and racism amongst
NHS staff.

The Maternity Alliance has been
monitoring the situation for asylum
seeking women and their babies since
Mothers in Exile was published.
Accommodation for asylum seekers
continues to be of very poor quality. A
recent report commissioned by the Mayor
of London found that asylum seekers'
accommodation is at best sub-standard
and at worst unfit for human habitation,
often being infested, with poor heating
and ventilation, a lack of adequate
washing facilities, little privacy or

security, and lacking in play spaces for
children.  Accommodation provided by
the National Asylum Support Service
(NASS) remains on a no-choice basis and
involves dispersal to designated areas
anywhere in the UK.  The Parliamentary
Health Committee's 2003 Report on
Inequalities in Access to Maternity
Services, to which the Maternity Alliance
gave evidence, confirmed that the
dispersal system exacerbates the
problems asylum seeking women face in
securing good quality maternity care.  

Levels of financial support for pregnant
asylum seekers also remain extremely
low.  Asylum seekers, including pregnant
women, supported by NASS receive the
equivalent of 70 per cent of basic income
support. Research by the Maternity
Alliance has shown that even full income
support does not cover the costs of a
modest but adequate diet for pregnant
women and their babies.  

Pregnant asylum seekers are entitled to a
maternity grant of £300 for which they
must apply to NASS in English between
four weeks before their baby is due and
two weeks after birth.  The grant is only
payable two weeks before the due date.
According to a recent Refugee
Council/Oxfam survey, 25 per cent of
organisations working with asylum
seekers said their clients did not know
about the grant, 55 per cent said the

grant was difficult to claim, and 65 per
cent said it was not enough to meet
maternity costs.  Pregnant women with
babies under three years old can also
receive an additional payment of £3 per
week, and babies under one are entitled
to an additional payment of £5 per week.
However, to receive these payments
women must apply to NASS in English
and supply relevant medical
documentation.  This can be extremely
difficult for many asylum seeking women.

Recent developments in asylum policy
have raised major concerns about the
health and well being of pregnant asylum
seekers and their babies, particularly the
amendment of the National Health
Service (Charges to Overseas Visitors)
Regulations 1989 which came into force
on 1st April 2004.  Under the amended
regulations, asylum seekers at the end of
the asylum process will have to pay for
non-urgent in-patient hospital care.  

The British Medical Association has said
that the guidelines could result in failed
asylum seekers being abandoned by the
health care system. There have already
been media reports about pregnant
asylum seekers with HIV being refused
Caesarean sections (which help prevent
the transmission of HIV from mother to
child) as these were deemed to be
'emergency' care.  As the National AIDS
Trust has warned, such a strategy is

Genet's Story

Genet is 25 years old. She came to the
UK, fleeing from torture and
imprisonment in Eritrea for refusing
military service.  Genet's claim was
refused in 2003 - at the time, she was
nearly 7 months pregnant. 

Genet was denied any financial support
and could not even find a GP who would
register her. She was forced to leave her
temporary accommodation in Newcastle,
where she had been dispersed to from
London. She became destitute and spent
months sleeping rough on the street and
in bus shelters without proper food or
medication. 

As Genet says: "Pregnancy is a very
important time for a woman - she needs
help and protection. This should not
happen to any woman, asylum seeker or
not" 

By chance, Genet heard of a women's
group in London and, through the help of
a local church, gathered enough money to
travel back there. The Crossroads
Women's Centre in Kentish Town hosts a
range of voluntary groups that support
women asylum seekers by providing them
with healthy meals, which are sometimes
the only ones the women will eat each
day, travel and other basic expenses, and
advocacy. The Centre proved invaluable
to Genet's subsequent survival and birth
experience.   

Genet eventually gave birth to a healthy
son in June 2004 and has now been able
to file a fresh asylum claim with the help
of a new solicitor - based on UNHCR and
Amnesty International reports which
document the torture and disappearance
of returned asylum seekers in Eritrea
and recommend that governments put a
stop to returns to this country.  

However, Genet still does not get even
basic levels of support for herself and her
son. She has been unable to register with
a GP and the only financial support she
has received is four weekly payments of
£25 - barely enough to feed herself, let
alone buy vital items for her son, like
nappies.

Genet constantly worries about the
health of her baby, whether she will be
deported and where she and her son will
live.  When asked about her hopes and
aspirations for the future, Genet says
every day is simply a struggle to survive. 

For further information contact Nicola
Ravden: nicola@ravden.com
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counter productive as it is likely to result
in an increase in HIV rates. 

Pregnancy and the first months of a
baby's life are crucial for child
development and neglect during this
period may have lifelong consequences.
Ignoring the needs of pregnant asylum
seekers and their babies is a short
sighted strategy.  Some of these mothers
and children are likely to be granted
asylum and to remain in the UK.  Public
services like the NHS and schools will
end up paying the price of potentially
preventable ill health and disability and
poor child development. Those families
who are not granted asylum may be
returned to countries with perilous social
and political conditions and where no
health infrastructure exists. A baby's
chances of survival may be affected by
their mother's health in pregnancy and
their own health and development while
in England.  

Either way, these babies deserve as good
a start in life as any other baby born in
the country. Over the coming months, the
Maternity Alliance will be working with a
range of organisations to ensure they get
just that.

Article by The Maternity Alliance

For further information
or to order a copy of "Mothers in Exile"
(£5.00 plus p&p):
www.maternityalliance.org.uk 
The Maternity Alliance
Unit 3.3
2-6 Northburgh Street
London EC1V 0AY
Switchboard: 020-74907639
Second-Tier Advice Line: 0845 601 3386
(2pm-4pm Monday-Thursday)

Internally displaced persons in
a camp in Azerbaijan.
©UNHCR/A.Hollmann

Muslim woman with her child
returning home to Mannar, Sri
Lanka. ©UNHCR/L.Taylor

A student on RWA’s Accelerated
English course receives her
certificate. ©RWA/A.Baycan

A displaced Colombian girl cares
for a younger sibling in Mutata,
Uraba.  ©UNHCR/P.Smith

A refugee woman with her son
after fleeing her village in
Sudan. ©UNHCR/H.Caux

A Somali refugee woman with
her child.  ©UNHCR
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THE MANY LOSSES OF EXILE
Losing a Mother through Exile

Aweste* has been coming to the Medical
Foundation Northwest for just over six
months. At a session a few weeks ago, as
we re-booked our next appointment, I
looked up from my diary to see her
staring at my calendar, tears rolling
down her cheeks. On my office wall I
have a calendar of photographs from
around the world taken of and by women.
The image she saw was of an older
woman walking alone in a street in
Turkey.

What Aweste saw was her mother in this
image. She sat with me crying, describing
the pain of not being able to
communicate with her mother and the
unbearable thought of never seeing her
again; "I cannot even think of it - I would
be sick and sad always."

A few weeks later, I gave Aweste the
page from the calendar and she took it,
saying how much she missed her mother
and her home. "I sat on my front step
with some Turkish tea recently and
waited to see what they would do, I
waited and waited and cried….no one
came - in my country, my neighbours,
friends and family would have come and
sat with me and we would make more tea
- I was very sad."

Aweste may never see her mother again,
who is elderly and does not have a
telephone. Aweste is a mother herself
and wonders whether she'll ever feel at
home in the UK - but hopes her children
can build a life here. Aweste fled Turkey
on her own with her children after she
was detained and tortured. She talks
often about her fears for her children's
and her own safety if she were to be
forcibly returned, and is desperate to
protect her children. At the same time,
she misses her mother during this lonely
and frightening time, wanting to be
protected herself, as well as also feeling
protective and responsible for her
mother. She feels sad that her mother is
"living a very difficult life", while she
herself is safe here in the UK.

An African client of mine said: "My
children should be surrounded by family -
should be looked out for by my mother.
She would help me now and I would care
for her in her old age - now I don't even
know if she is alive and my children will
never know her. She will never see them
do well at school, and they will not
understand what it is like to grow up like
we did". 

Many women are not only grieving the
loss of their mothers, but also the loss of
how they would want to rear their own
children within their culture and their
mothers position within that. 

Loss and separation are central to the
lives of women refugees, but the loss and
separation from a mother can often feel
the most devastating loss. Many of our
clients' mothers have been left behind,
sometimes caring for our clients'
children, or are missing or killed. The
cultural, physical and emotional shock of
exile can be all the more traumatic if the
person that reared you remains at risk. 

One of my Congolese clients was granted
refugee status and family reunion rights
a few years ago, and she was completely
devastated when "family" didn't include
her elderly mother. She had not even
considered that her safety and status in
the UK would not also ensure the safety
of her mother as well as her children.
She could not speak for many days, and
the relief of getting status was replaced
by a profound sadness at this loss and
guilt over her mother's situation. For our
clients whose mothers are in refugee
camps, missing or "disappeared" or who
have sold houses and land to pay for
their flight, the worry over the
consequences of their own escape can be
constant.

In our first few appointments with new
clients at the Medical Foundation
Northwest, we take time to explain what
counselling is, and sometimes will talk
about whom they might have talked with
at home; For women, so often, the answer
is "my mother."

Of course, not all of our clients have good
relationships with their mothers, but for
so many, their mothers symbolise and
hold their cultural, generational and
childhood history. Women will often
reflect and remember how their mother
held their home together and protected
them, and when we listen to our clients'
stories of their journeys to safety, so
often the mother was instrumental in
women managing to flee. 

For all of us, losing a parent is
devastating, but grieving this loss when
we have lost everything else can be even
more so. Whilst our clients try to manage
these multiple losses, they are also trying
to cope with massive change. 

For many women, the death or loss of
their mother happened some time ago. A
young woman rejected by her mother and
family because of a rape was sent away
in very difficult circumstances. The
separation and finality of this can leave
our clients with complex feelings of anger
and betrayal - and sometimes sadness at
the powerlessness of their mother's
position.

For many, the sense of responsibility to
family will always be there and women
will send money home despite having
little themselves: "They sold everything
to bring me here - so how can I tell her
how it is here and what we live like?"

At our Northwest office, almost a year
since we opened for clients, we are
beginning to see women build new lives.
They are grieving the losses in so many
different ways and building new
relationships and communities. For one
to discover her mother had died with no
burial was so painful, it left her bereft
and ashamed for "getting on in my life."

For others, the loss is bearable because of
the relief their mother has that one of
her children is safe. Despite the pain of
separation, many women will retain close
contact and closeness with their mother,
sometimes worrying that their mother
protects them from how life is at home.

In conflicts we know that maintaining
contact can be so difficult, and sometimes
impossible, but the bonds that hold
mothers and daughters together can be
profound.

Loss will always be a part of our clients'
lives, and will be felt in different ways
every day - when I asked Aweste what
reminded her of her mother, she said: 

"Everything, everything….. The smell of
dust when you sweep, especially when
it's wet, noises in the street, tea,
chickens. Everything reminds me of her,
everything."

Jude Boyles

Jude is a Councellor and Co-ordinator of
the Medical Foundation Northwest in
Greater Manchester. She can be contacted
on jboyles@torturecare.org.

*Aweste is not her real name.
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LESBIAN MOTHERS
Shaping a More Equal Society

"I realised that the claim that we, as
gays and lesbians, are not fit to raise and
care for children…was one of the most
vicious and destructive elements of
homophobia. Excluding us from this
endeavour is a denial of our right to
participate in the continuum of the
human race" (Anonymous - from the
Stonewall website)

The way in which the law views lesbian
couples wishing to raise children together
has moved fast over the past twenty
years. For many years now the courts
have been dealing with cases involving
lesbian mothers but not always in a
favourable way. As recently as the 1980s
judges involved in making decisions
about the children of lesbians were
describing lesbian relationships as
"devious", "unnatural" and abnormal".

Research has now taught judges that
being brought up by lesbian parents is
not harmful to children but it was not
until 1994 that the court first formally
gave legal status to lesbian co-parents by
making the first shared (or joint)
residence order. A shared residence order
is just one of the ways in which lesbian
couples can raise children together.
Whether the child is born from one
partner's previous heterosexual
relationship or by donor insemination,
having a shared residence order gives the
non-biological partner parental
responsibility for the child and with it,
the ability to be fully involved in and
make all the important decisions in that
child's life.

It is now not uncommon for the courts
throughout England and Wales to deal
with applications for shared residence
orders by lesbian couples. Such an
application can be very straightforward
and lesbian couples applying to the court
are unlikely to experience the blatant
homophobia of judges in years gone by. 

It is not only the views of judges that are
changing but also the law itself.
Fostering or adopting a child has been an
option for lesbian couples for some time
but the new Adoption and Children Act
2002 (ACA) will allow unmarried couples,
including lesbian couples, to adopt
together for the first time. Whilst
fostering a child does not make you a
legal parent, adoption is a way of
becoming a new permanent family. Until
now the law only allowed married
couples or individuals to adopt and
therefore only one partner of a lesbian
couple could legally adopt the child. 

When the new provisions of the ACA
come in by late 2004 or early 2005, a
lesbian couple will be able to adopt
together, giving both partners permanent
legal status as the child's parents.
Adoption is not, however, a quick and
easy process and you will still have to be
formally assessed by Social Services in
the same way as any other family
wishing to adopt.

There are many important legal and
practical considerations when thinking
about becoming lesbian parents. If you
are considering donor insemination,
should you choose a known sperm donor
and if so, what will his legal status be in
the child's life, should he have parental
responsibility and what level of contact
and involvement will he have with the
child? If the child is from one partner's
previous relationship the same questions
will arise about the father's legal status
and involvement in her life. If you are
considering fostering or adoption,
amongst other things, you will need to
consider what support is available as you
invite a child into your home who may
have experienced a different or troubled
upbringing.

There is no doubt that however their
families were created, there are many
children being brought up in loving and
supportive homes by lesbian parents and
that those families play a very important
role in shaping a more equal society.

Emma Scott

Emma Scott is Legal Officer at Rights of
Women. The organisation offers free legal
advice from women to women, including
on issues of lesbian parenting. For more
information, contact Rights of Women on
020 7251 6577 or visit their website at
www.row.org.uk.

Issues for Lesbian Women
Seeking Asylum

Since 1999, lesbian asylum seekers
facing persecution in their home
countries have been eligible as a 'social
group' within the meaning of the
Refugee Convention when claiming
asylum. However, for many lesbian
women the task of meeting the necessary
legal requirements is not an easy one.
The following issues have been
highlighted by recent case law:

'Credibility': “Failing to reveal your
homosexuality when claiming asylum
can lead the authorities to question your
credibility when you later rely on this
fact to form the basis of your claim.” Yet
for some women complex cultural and/or
religious issues may have prevented
them from early disclosure, they may not
even have realised (until later) that their
homosexuality was a factor in their
persecution.

'Persecution': “The treatment you
experienced must amount to persecution
under the 1951 UN Convention.” In
many cases lesbians are made to
conform by being forced to marry and
have sexual relations with their
husbands. However, it may not be
possible to prove that this forced
conformity and cumulative
discrimination amounts to 'serious
harm', as defined by the Convention.

'Lack of Objective Evidence': “Is there
evidence showing the persecution of
homosexuals in your home country and is
it tolerated by the state?” It is often
difficult for lesbians to show actual
prohibition of female homosexuality if
there is no explicit legislation in place -
made worse by the lack of up-dated
information on the actual treatment of
homosexuals.

For some, achieving status is just one
hurdle - they may still face prejudice
from their new communities in host
countries where sexual orientation must
be reconciled with cultural and/or
religious beliefs.  A further problem in
the UK is that few services reflect the
specific needs of lesbian refugees, where
there is an assumption of, and
consequentially a bias towards,
heterosexuality.

Lucrezia Millarini

For more information, see Issue 21 and
22 of Women’s Asylum News at
www.asylumaid.org.uk.
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CLAIMING OUR RIGHTS!
Entitlements for Pregnant Women and Young Mothers in the UK

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
ENTITLEMENTS FOR
PREGNANT ASYLUM SEEKING
WOMEN AND YOUNG
MOTHERS

£300 Maternity Payment
If you are pregnant and an asylum
seeker supported by NASS you may be
entitled to a single one-off maternity
payment of £300. This is to help with the
costs arising from the birth of your new
baby. This payment is made per child
due, which means that if twins are due,
£600 will be paid.

Applications for this maternity payment
must be submitted in writing, signed by
you, and they must include the
appropriate documents to prove your
claim. This may be an original full birth
certificate if you apply after the baby was
born, an original 'MAT B1' or some other
original formal evidence. 

The payment must be made using the
ARC or receipt book if applicable. For
applicants who are in emergency
accommodation payments may be made
by way of ISTs (interim support tokens)
or ESTs (emergency support tokens) to
the value of £300 per child. 

Your application for a maternity payment
should be sent to PAC (Post Allocation
Casework), Team 3, 2nd floor, Voyager
House, 30 Wellesley Road, Croydon CR0
2AD. You can also fax it to 020 8633
0213 or 0129 if it is urgent.

Additional NASS payment for
mothers and children
Since 5 November 2002, when the
Asylum Support Regulations were
amended, an additional payment should
be made to pregnant women and children
under the age of 3 who are being
supported by NASS. This payment is
aimed to be an assistance towards
meeting the cost of milk or infant
formula. Babies under the age of one will
receive an additional £5 a week.
Pregnant women and children aged
between 1 and 3, an additional £3 a
week. 

Additional Information
For further information on NASS
entitlements for pregnant women and
mothers of young children, you can visit
the Home Office website at
www.ind.homeoffice.gov.uk or speak to
one of RWA's advisers.

MEDICAL CARE AND
ENTITLEMENTS

These are available to all refugee women
and to asylum seeking women while their
claim is being considered.

Registering with a GP
As an asylum seeker in the UK whose
claim is being considered, you are
entitled to free registration with a GP.
You are not required to show official
documentation to the GP when
registering, so doctors or their staff have
no right to demand to see your passport
or any other identity documentation.
They might ask you to show them a
letter addressed to you, however, as proof
of address. Sometimes GP practices are
full and cannot register new patients. If
you meet this problem and are unable to
register with a GP after a third attempt,
you can contact your local Primary Care
Trust, which will allocate a GP to you. 

Your Ante-Natal Care
Once you have registered with the GP,
they will ask you to do a test to confirm
your pregnancy and due date. The GP
will then book you in for a hospital and
also refer you to the local midwives who
will be in charge of most of your ante-
natal care throughout your pregnancy.
You have the right to make an informed
choice about the kind of birth you want
for your baby (hospital birth, home birth,
water birth...), so speak to your midwife
and prepare a birth plan outlining your
wishes. If you do not speak English or do
not feel confident enough to speak to
your midwife and GP in English, you are
entitled to an interpreter. You can ask a
friend or adviser to telephone your clinic
so that an interpreter can be arranged
for when you have an appointment with
your GP or midwife.

Free Dental Care
If you need a dentist, the Primary Care
Trust can also provide local information
on dental services and dentists in your
area. You are entitled to free dental care
for the duration of your pregnancy and
up to one year after your baby is born.
Simply ask your midwife for an
exemption form. You will need to fill this
in, have it signed by the midwife, and
return to the address on the form. You
will then receive your exemption
certificate by post.

Entitlement to Free Prescriptions
When you are pregnant, you are also
entitled to free medical prescriptions for
the duration of your pregnancy and up
until one year after your baby is born.
Here too, ask the midwife for the
exemption form.

Additional Information on 
Health Issues
If you have any questions about medical
matters or health services, local GPs and
NHS dentists, you can call NHS direct on
0845 4647

The NHS provides various free leaflets
and publications for pregnant women.
You should ask your midwife about any
leaflets or information that is of
particular concern to you. You can also
get information by calling the NHS
Response Line on 08701 555 455.

According to a new policy,
the IND will grant indefinite

leave to remain to asylum seekers
(and their dependants) who have a

dependant aged under 18 who joined
them (by being born or arriving in the
UK) after 2.10.00 but before 24.10.3 or
who have a child  who turned 18 after
2.10.00 but before 24.10.3. The policy

will only be applied to those who
make a written application to the

IND by 31 December 2004. 
(See News, page 4).

If you do not speak
English or do not feel

confident enough to speak
to your midwife and GP in
English, you are entitled

to an interpreter. 

As a pregnant asylum
seeker, you are entitled to
a one-off £300 maternity

from NASS payment when
your baby is born.
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BENEFITS FOR PREGNANT
WOMEN WITH REFUGEE
STATUS

Child Benefit
If you have been recognised as a refugee,
you are eligible to apply for child benefit,
which is a tax free benefit to help parents
with the cost of caring for their children.
It is currently £16.05 per week (or
slightly more if you are a single parent).
You can get a claim pack from your local
Job Centre Plus, but you may also be
given a claim pack in hospital after you
have had your baby.

Tax Credits
You can also apply for Child Tax Credit if
you are working and, if you are working
but not earning very much, Working Tax
Credit. Both can be claimed using the
same form, obtained by calling the
helpline on 0845 300 3900.

BENEFITS IF YOUR INCOME
IS LOW OR IF YOU ARE

UNEMPLOYED

Jobseekers' Allowance or 
Income Support
You can claim income-based Jobseekers'
Allowance if you are over 18 and actively
looking for work. If you are not able to
work because you are over 29 weeks
pregnant, you can claim Income Support.
The amounts will depend on your
situation. You must apply at the local Job
Centre Plus in person. 

£500 Sure Start Maternity Grant 
This is a lump sum payment to help buy
things for a new baby available to
pregnant women and new mothers who
are getting Jobseekers' Allowance or
Income Support. You need to claim this
using the SF100 form which you can get
from your local Job Centre Plus. Part of
the form will need to be completed by
your midwife.

Housing Benefit
This will help you pay your rent if you
are on Jobseekers' Allowance or Income
Support or have a low income. The
amount will depend on the rent you pay.
If you are getting Jobseekers' Allowance
or Income Support you will receive a
claim pack with your JSA/Income
Support Claim form. Otherwise, you
should get the form from your local
council.

Free Milk and Benefits
You can get these free if you are
pregnant and on Jobseekers' Allowance
or Income Support. You local Job Centre
Plus will arrange for you to claim this
once you tell them you are pregnant.

MATERNITY BENEFITS FOR
WORKING WOMEN

Health and Safety Protection
You are entitled to a health and safety
assessment if you think that your type of
work poses any risk to your pregnancy. If
this assessment reveals that there are
risks involved (e.g. if your work requires
lifting heavy loads or handling hazardous
materials that or if you work night
shifts), your employer should organise
suitable alternative work for the duration
of your pregnancy. If alternative work
cannot be found, your employer should
suspend you from work on full pay for as
long as necessary.

Maternity Leave 
All pregnant employees are entitled to 26
weeks maternity leave. This is known as
ordinary maternity leave, and you are
entitled to take it regardless of how long
you have worked for your employer or
how many hours you work or how much
you are paid, provided that you give your
employer the proper notice which is 15
weeks before your estimated due date. 
In addition, women who have been
employed for one year or more are
entitled to a further 26 weeks of leave.
This is called additional maternity leave
and is unpaid under the statutory
provisions, but your employer might have
a maternity policy with better benefits!

Maternity Allowance and 
Statutory Maternity Pay
If you have been with the same employer
throughout your pregnancy, you are
entitled to at least Statutory Maternity
Pay (again, your employer might have a
better policy). Statutory Maternity Pay is
currently 90% of your salary for the first
6 weeks of your leave and £100 per week
after that (or 90% of your average
earnings, if that is less).

If you have changed jobs during your
pregnancy or not been in work you will
still be entitled to Maternity Allowance.
You can claim this if you have worked at
least 26 weeks of the 66 weeks before
your expected delivery date. It is paid for
up to 26 weeks at a flat rate of £100 per
week or 90% of your average earnings, if
that is less. You can get an MA1 claim
form from your local Job Centre Plus.

Returning to Your Job
After returning from ordinary maternity
leave, you have the right to go back to
the same job you were doing before you
went on leave. Under a new law, when
you are returning to your job after your
baby was born, you have the right to
request to work flexibly including part
time, and to have that request considered
seriously by your employer. This right
applies to any employee with children
under six, or disabled children under 18.

Additional Information
ACAS is a helpline on employment
matter which can give advice on benefits
and entitlements for working mothers.
You can call them on 0845 747 47 47.

The information on these pages was
written and compiled by Ilana Bakal
and Corinna Ditscheid.

In order to receive your full
leave and payment, you must
notify your employer of your

intention to take maternity leave
no later than the end of the

fifteenth week before your child is
due and you must give your
employer this information in

writing if they request it. 

If you are working,
you have the right to

paid time off for all your
antenatal care.  

You are protected 
under the law from being

dismissed or discriminated
against on the grounds of

pregnancy, once your
employer knows that you

are pregnant.



Ignored by the international community,
there is a forgotten nation, existing as
refugees in a city of canvass. A displaced
population of around 200,000 people
living in an ancient corner of the world,
buried out of sight in the inhospitable
southern reaches of Algeria. These are
the Saharawi, and the extraordinary
story of their survival is thanks largely
to one distinct component in their
society. This component, the keystone 
of the people, is the women of the
Saharawi. 

The Saharawi refugees are the displaced
people of Western Sahara, a desert
region in North West Africa, on the
boarders of Morocco, Mauritania and
Algeria. Framed between the rich waters
of the Atlantic and the barren wasteland
of the Sahara Desert, Western Sahara is
the last colony in Africa and subject to
one of the longest international disputes
in the world today.

The history of the people in Western
Sahara dates back over 6000 years. They
have traditionally survived in a desert
climate through nomadic means. They
first came to European attention when
they fought bitterly against French and
Spanish occupation, until the colonial
carve up eventually established the
Spanish Sahara in 1936. In 1975 Spain
pulled out, and agreed to Morocco and
Mauritania invading the territory as part
of the clandestine Madrid Accords. In
response, the Saharawi quickly took up
arms through a popular resistance
movement called the Polisario Front
(Frente Popular para la liberación de
Saguia el Hamra y Rio de Oro) and
established a state in exile - the
Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic.

Despite UN condemnation through the
Security Council and numerous General
Assembly Resolutions as well as the
International Court of Justice ruling the
occupation as illegal, Morocco
(Mauritania were soon repelled) drove
the Saharawi out. Pushed from their
phosphate rich lands with napalm and
cluster bombs, 165,000 people (with a
minority remaining in the Occupied
Territories) escaped through the desert,
waterless and homeless with nothing to
live off, near Tindof, Algeria. Today the
conflict has stagnated in the 13th year of
a ceasefire, despite a 1991 UN promise of
a referendum on self-determination. 

Thirty years on, as the political
community sits on the fence, the
Saharawi remain stranded in the Sahara
while those who were left behind have
been subject to arbitrary arrest, torture,
and disappearance at the hands of the
Moroccan occupiers.

In 1975 when the Moroccan army
invaded, the fleeing Saharawi women
had to manage the fledging refugee
camps and look after the lives of tens of
thousands of people, and this without
medication, tents or bedding. Enduring
conditions common to mass
displacement, such as weariness, illness,
dehydration, lack of food and shelter, all
accentuated by the extreme
temperatures, the women began to
supervise the establishment of the
camp's security and municipal systems,
building makeshift bakeries, workshops
and clinics overnight. As wives and
mothers they were thrust into a non-
traditional role to stand at the forefront
of an evacuated people's struggle for
justice and survival, destined to become
the foundations of the country-less state.

As the exodus continued the camps grew
and a new administrative structure was
set up. Local administrative units known
as the daira were created and run by
management committees headed by five
women. Slowly the same women began to
turn things around in the camp's
education systems - despite their own
illiteracy rate of over 90% (a legacy of
Spanish rule) - and were granted a
specific school to teach military and
political skills, producing excellent
diplomats. Since 1982 the women have
also run hugely successful literacy
campaigns and took just 6 years to
decrease the camp's average illiteracy
rate from 43.4% to 5.8 %. Today the
education system is so successful that
the camps are now home to some of the
most educated people in Africa.

Politically, women soon began to take
their place in the national secretariat of
the Polisario Front, gaining voting rights
within the congress and making key
decisions on the camp's regional
governments, schools, clinics,
agricultural projects and neighbourhood
committees.

Socially, a good example of women's role
can be seen in the remarkable disparity
in marriage laws between the Saharawi's
and their neighbours. Unlike traditional
Moroccan marriage customs, Saharawi
women can easily divorce without
stigma. Fatou, interviewed recently by
the BBC and described as a 'professional
divorce party goer', explained the finer
points of a divorce party: "The party is
meant to pay homage to the divorced
woman so she doesn't feel weak or
ashamed. We dress up, get a band to
play and men who fancy the divorced
woman bring her presents, like a camel.
It can last for three days or as long as it
takes for the woman to accept another
offer". 

If you are lucky enough to speak to a
Saharawi - there are only two resident in
the UK - it becomes clear what they were
faced with in 1975. They knew that
without the full participation of women
in the camps, this traumatised but
defiant people would re-emerge as only
half a state and a terminally crippled one
at that. It would be half a society,
lacking richness and depth without a
woman's input, values, perspectives and
honesty (the latter exemplified by the
camp's low crime rates).

More than a generation has passed since
the Moroccan invasion and the refugee
camps are now home to adults who have
never seen their homeland. The
sprawling set of schools, hospitals, tents
and mud huts are now an example and
inspiration to all refugee camps around
the world. They are an example of how
the will and wisdom of women surviving
the trauma of fleeing their homes to run
a city of tents, have created (in one of the
most unforgiving areas of the world) an
educated and vibrant state in exile.

The only reward for their sufferings is
life and the dream of one day returning
to a free country.
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REGIONAL PROFILE: THE SAHARAWI 
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Today as we watch the horror in Darfur
we are confronted with images of crying
women. The gaunt images of proud
women are still the universal face of
conflict, as they were thirty years ago.
Yet as in all popular images of
downtrodden refugee women this is both
only a half truth and no truth at all. For
the women of the world's conflict zones
are more than the tear-jerking mask of
international inadequacy. They are the
healers, careers and nurturers of their
displaced and wounded communities. 

Those of us fortunate enough to live in
peace have an obligation to protect and
advocate human rights, justice and
equality and to realise that a woman's
social, economic and political liberties
are not a luxury but the very foundation
of society. This commitment also means
that we have a responsibility to support
the Saharawis, forgotten in the sands of
Africa where, as you finish this article,
they remain stranded today.

Tom Marchbanks

Tom Marchbanks is the Coordinator for
the Western Sahara Campaign. A
delegation of women from the camps will
be visiting the UK at the beginning of
October. To arrange a meeting with them
please contact Tom on 020 7593 1550 or
email wsc@gn.apc.org.

You can also contact the Western Sahara
campaign by post:

Western Sahara Campaign UK
37-39 Great Guildford Street
London SE1 0ES

Or by phone or fax:
+ 44 (0)207 5931550 (w)
+ 44 (0)794 9556718 (m)

Website:
http://wsc.members.gn.apc.org
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Area of Western Sahara: 
266,000sq km, slightly bigger 
than the UK

Geographical Location:
Northern Africa, bordering the Atlantic
Ocean, between Mauritania and Morocco

Population of Western Sahara:
267,405 estimated in July 2004, 
mostly Moroccan immigrants

Population in refugee camps:
Between 165,000 and 200,000 

Climate of Western Sahara: 
Hot, dry desert. Rain is rare, less than
5cm a year, no free standing water.

Land Use:
Arable 0%; permanent crops 0%.
Some cattle farming

n 
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Mariam and son in
the Saharawi refugee

camps. 

Photo: Maurice Muller

Further Information can be found on the
following websites:

Western Sahara Campaign
http://wsc.members.gn.apc.org/

ARSO - Association de Soutien à un
Référendum Libre et Régulier au Sahara
Occidental
http://www.arso.org

Western Sahara Web Page (University of
Pennsylvania):
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studi
es/Country_Specific/W_Sahara.html

War on Want Western Sahara Profile:
http://www.waronwant.org/?lid=104
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LET’S BUILD UP

Have Your Say! Funding & Grants

Home Office Conultation on
Integration

The Home Office has published
“Integration Matters”, a draft document
for consultation on its strategy on
refugee integration. It is inviting
responses by 20th October 2004.
This new strategy builds on the policies
set out in Full and Equal Citizens,
published in 2002.  
View the draft document online at
www.ind.homeoffice.gov.uk/ind/en/home/l
aws___policy/consultation_documents/cur
rent_consultations.html and send in your
responses by 20 October!

Home Office Consultation on
Minimum Conditions for Reception
of Asylum Seekers in Europe

On 10 September 2004, the Home Office
also issued a consultation document on
the “Reception Directive”, the European
Directive of January 2003 laying down
minimum standards for the reception of
asylum seekers in Europe.
The deadline for this 3 December 2004.
For more information, visit the online
document at 
www.ind.homeoffice.gov.uk/ind/en/home/l
aws___policy/consultation_documents/cur
rent_consultations.html and have your
say on the future of asylum policy in
Europe!

Grants for Hackney Groups

The Association of London Government,
on behalf of Hackney Council's Voluntary
Sector Grants Programme, is inviting
applications for funding in 2005/2006 to
provide advice and information services,
schemes that complement the Council's
"Supporting People" and "Well Old Well
Valued" programmes, environmental
schemes, and youth schemes that
support the Council's Youth Strategy.
Closing date for applications is 20
September 2004.  More information from
http://www.alg.gov.uk/cat.asp?cat=1517
or contact the Hackney Grants Team on
hackneygrants@alg.gov.uk, telephone
020 7934 9822.

Commission for Racial Equality
Grants 

Organisations that work to promote good
race relations and tackle racial
discrimination are able to apply for
funding under the Commission for Racial
Equality’s "Specialist Programme". The
Specialist Programme will provide a
limited amount of funding for projects
falling into two areas: capacity building
and integration. The deadline for bids is
the 30th September 2004. Details are at
www.cre.gov.uk/about/funding.html

Future Builders

Future Builders aims to improve public
service delivery through long-term
investment in the voluntary and
community sector in England.
Minimum grants of £30,000 are available
to voluntary and community
organisations to improve delivery of
public services such as health &
socialcare, crime, education & learning,
community cohesion, supporting children
and young people. Applications must be
completed and submitted online:
www.futurebuilders-england.org.uk. The
deadline for applications is at the end of
October 2004.

BBC Children in Need 

Grants of around £5000 are available for
projects working with disadvantaged
children under 18 years. Call 020 8576
7788 for more information. The deadline
for applications is 30 November 2004.

Transforming Lives: 
The Camelot Foundation 

The Camelot Foundation offers grants for
small to medium sized organisations that
work with young parents or those at risk
of becoming young parents, young
asylum seekers, young people with
mental health problems and young
disabled people. Projects need to address
ideas for engaging young people in
community life.
The deadline for application is 11
October 2004. Contact the Foundation on 
020 7828 6085 for more information, or
visit www.camelotfoundation.org.uk.

Local Network Fund

Examples of projects funded include
activities that give children the chance to
make their voice heard, support for
children who have difficulty accessing
services, activities which help children
and young people achieve goals, and
projects that help whole families improve
their living standards. 
Local Deadlines for applications are:
Brent 2 October; Ealing 2 November; 
Hammersmith & Fulham 15 October;
Harrow 4 November; Hillingdon 29
November; Hounslow 15 October.
Call the national helpline at least 2
weeks before the closing date to get an
application form: 0845 1130 161. 



Young Refugees & Asylum Seekers
in Greater London: Vulnerability to
Problematic Drug Use

This report has been produced in
partnership between the Mayor of
London, Greater London Alcohol and
Drug Alliance (GLADA), University of
Central Lancashire, Centre for Ethnicity
and Health Faculty of Health. It was
published in July and includes sections
on young asylum seekers from Nepal,
Afghanistan, Africa, Zimbabwe, Iraq,
and Turkish Kurdistan. It highlights the
following factors: crime, health,
education, employment and housing,
family, social networks and environment.
For a summary of the report visit
www.london.gov.uk or call the GLA on
020 7983 4100.

The Somali Community in the UK:
What We Know and How We Know It

Somalis have lived in the UK since the
19th century, and over the last 20 years,
tens of thousands have fled to the UK as
refugees. Yet the community remains
relatively ignored by mainstream
services, unrepresented in any national
debates and many of its members are
marginalised. This recent report by the
Information Centre about Asylum and
Refugees in the UK (ICAR), was
launched at a seminar on 8 July in the
House of Commons. Its observations
were widely welcomed by representatives
from a number of Somali associations
and co-ordinating committees based in
the UK. In addition to mapping exactly
what has already been written on the
Somali community, the report indicates
very clearly what needs to be done to
begin to undermine the disadvantage
Somalis face in the UK. First, accurate
data needs to be collected on Somalis by
local authorities and the ONS to find out
exactly how many Somalis are in the UK
and where they have settled. Second, the
needs of the second generation and
Somalis born in the UK have to be
addressed. Youth projects need to be
established to provide dedicated help in
schools and youth clubs. Third, pressure
needs to be exerted to convert the
research-based knowledge on the Somali
community that has already been created
into policy changes which concretely end
the feelings of exclusion among the
Somali community in the UK.
The report is available from the ICAR at
www.icar.org.uk/pdf/prs001.pdf.

UK Asylum Law and Process 

This publication by the Information
Centre about Asylum and Refugees in
the UK (ICAR) takes you through the
asylum process from beginning to end, in
a language which is easy to understand
and follow. The new, updated version of
this navigation guide reflects all the
changes of the new Asylum and
Immigration (Treatment of Claimants,
etc.) Act. The guide also refers you to
extensive lists of further reading,
projects, contacts and other resources.
An online pdf version is available at
www.icar.org.uk/pdf/ng002.pdf.

Refugees: Renewing the Vision

This new paper sets out the findamental
principles for a new asylum system
according to eleven leading refugee,
human rights and legal organisations in
the UK. The working paper lays out an
approach to the asylum system, centred
on how to ensure that protection is
granted to those whose safety would be
at risk if they were returned to their
country of origin. To find out more and to
get a copy of the paper, visit
www.refugeecouncil.org.uk/news/july200
4/relea174.htm.

Liberty’s Response to the White
Paper on ‘Fairness for All’

Liberty, the National Council on Civil
Liberties, has published a response to
the proposed Equalities and Human
Rights Commission in the White Paper.
This is available online at www.liberty-
human-rights.org.uk/resources/policy-
papers/2004/equalities-and-hr-
commission.pdf.

Green Paper on Children and
Parental Separation

The Government has published a Green
Paper on proposals for meeting children's
needs after parental separation, which
closes on 1 November. This comes in the
context of increasing discussion of
mothers' and fathers' caring
responsibilities and rights of access.
Read the Green Paper online at
www.dfes.gov.uk/childrensneeds. 

Government Review of Prostitution

The Government is undertaking a review
of laws and policy around prostitution,
and has produced a consultation
document, 'Paying the Price'. The
deadline for responses is 26 November.
Visit the document online at
www.homeoffice.gov.uk/docs3/paying_the
_price.html 
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COURSES & TRAINING

Women's Communication Strategies
1 October 2004, 10 March 2005

This course aims to explore the
impression women make when
communicating. It covers: making a good
impression when speaking in public;
gaining credibility; participating
effectively in meetings; handling
feedback, praise and criticism at work;
handling others' behaviour; and
projecting a confident image. 
For more information, contact the
Directory of Social Change on 08450 77
77 07, or email training@dsc.org.uk.

Assertiveness for Women 
24 January 2005

This course will help you to improve your
self-esteem and enhance effective
communications with colleagues and
others. Participants will have the
opportunity to explore different kinds of
behaviour in a safe environment.
For more information, contact the
Directory of Social Change on 08450 77
77 07 or email training@dsc.org.uk.

Women into Leadership
10-12 September, 26-28 November
and 25-27 February 2005

Three residential weekend courses by
Mosaada Centre for Single Women which
provide leadership training, coaching
and consultation to refugee women
seeking to effect change within their
community and professional organisa-
tions. Contact Brenda Anthony 020 7247
7111 or brenda@mosaada.org.uk.

Free Courses for Survivors of
Domestic Violence, and other
Vulnerable Women 

This project is aimed at survivors of
domestic violence, either living in refuges
or with links to refuges, and other
vulnerable women. It provides a chance
to learn new skills and gain confidence in
a friendly, supportive environment. The
courses include DIY, photography and
drama. Free accommodation, meals
transport and childcare are provided. 
For details contact Brenda Harrison 
on 020 8399 3571. 

Opportunities for Refugee Engineers 
From September 2004

Strathclyde University in Glasgow is
putting together a one-year Masters
course especially tailored to refugee
engineers. All fees for the course will be
covered and advice will be given on
various avenues of student support. 
The course will start in late September
2004. More information is available at
http://www.contemporaryscotland.com/br
idgespepe.shtml.

Skills Lab at Refugees Into Jobs
Every Wednesday, 2.30 - 4.30pm

The skills lab at Refugees Into Jobs is for
refugee doctors & other overseas
qualified doctors preparing for PLAB II.
This is where you can practice clinical
skills for PLAB II on the training
simulators with guidance provided.
Come and join the group! Interested?
Call Maha Atia on 020 8908 4433 or
email maha.atia@brent.gov.uk. 

Healthy Course for Somali Women
September 2004

An induction course about health issues
will be held in September 2004. This
course is specifically tailored for Somali
Women. Designed by Hounslow Primary
Health Care Trust (HPCT), it aims to
provide an insight into women specific
ailments such as gynaecology, breast and
cervical cancer etc. It will also highlight
issues related to the health service
delivery to the Somali women population
in the London Borough of Hounslow.
For more information contact project
coordinator M. Fadal on 020 8785 1155.

Free Training for
Refugee Women
by RWA

All courses are free. We also pay for
travel and contribute towards childcare
costs. You must be a refugee woman 
to be eligible.

Accelerated English
Ongoing, various locations in
London
4 days a week, 9.45 - 2.15

The course is for professional refugee
women and combines intensive language
skills with skills that can be applied in
the workplace, including IT skills. It
leads to a Pitman qualification.

Job Search Skills for Carers and
Health Care Assistants
8 - 19 November 2004 at RWA
Mon, Tue, Thurs & Fri, 9.45 - 2.15

Assessment day: 21 October, 
10.30am @ RWA

Do you wish to work as a carer or
healthcare assistant? If yes, come to this
job search course that will help you to
prepare for work in this field. You will
learn about job vacancies, employers, CV
writing, interview skills, application
form filling, confidence building, health
and safety, equal opportunities and
much more…

You must attend the assessment day to
enrol for the course!

Courses Coming Soon:

- Job search skills for refugee doctors;
- Job search skills for refugee nurses and
midwives;
- Job search skills for refugee allied
health professionals;
- Business start-up;
- Accelerated English for professional
refugee women;
- Childcare for refugee women.

For information about our free
courses, please call us on 020 7923
2412 or email Lucy at
lucy@refugeewomen.org.uk.
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WHAT’S ON

An Evening with Julian
Barnes and Friends

4 November 2004
Union Chapel, Islington, London

Award winning author Julian Barnes
invites you to join him and his friends
for an evening of exceptional prose.Nick
Hornby, Sebastian Faulks, and Posy
Simmonds will join Julian on stage to
read the prose and poetry that has
inspired them over the years. Tickets,
start from £15, & include a glass of wine
after the performance and entry into the
raffle. To find out more contact Debra
Squires on 020 7697 7808 or email
dsquires@torturecare.org.uk.

Mothers Against
Mistreatment of Asylum
Seekers (MAMAS) 

The idea behind setting up MAMAS was
to allow busy parents an opportunity to
join campaigns for the fair treatment for
refugees. Recently, there have been so
many horrid proposals such as putting
the children of failed asylum seekers
into care if an offer of 'voluntary'
repatriation is not accepted. 'Voluntary'
repatriation is often to hostile and life
threatening countries of origin and
MAMAS aims to speak out about it. The
organisation’s first campaign is a
petition which will be delivered to 10
Downing Street. The petition demands
that:
- refugees and asylum seekers should not
have different standards of human
rights applied to them;
- that asylum seekers should receive the
same legal rights as a national;
- that the government should start
treating refugees and asylum seekers as
human beings who require respect; and 
- that Section 55 of the 2002 Nationality,
Immigration & Asylum Act be repealed. 

Hundreds have signed the MAMAS
petition already. For more information,
email mamas_20042003@yahoo.co.uk or
sign the new online petition by visiting
www.petitiononline.com/ref8888/petition.
Please get all your friends and family to
sign! MAMAS also welcomes your
comments, suggestions and if you would
like to become a member, simply send an
email to the address above.

Women in Immigration
Detention in the UK: 
A Public Meeting

Tuesday 19 October 2004, 5-7pm
Boothroyd Room, Portcullis House

Bail for Immigration Detainees (BID)
and the Refugee Women's Resource
Project (RWRP) at Asylum Aid BID and
RWRP have conducted research into
women asylum seekers' experiences of
immigration detention in the UK. A
report will be published in late
September 2004. The purpose of the
public meeting is to discuss the findings
and to hear from women themselves
about their views and experiences. The
meeting will be chaired by Baroness
Shirley Williams.  Anyone interested in
civil liberties, human rights, and the
rights of women is encouraged to attend. 
If you would like to attend, email
info@biduk.org. For further information,
please contact Debora or Sophia at
Asylum Aid on 020 7377 5123.

Honour Related Violence in
Global Perspective:
Mitigation and 
Prevention in Europe 

Stockholm, 7-8 October 2004

Kvinnoforum invites you to this
European Conference. Honour Related
Violence (HRV) has come to manifest
itself more clearly in Europe during the
last decade. It includes honour  killings,
forced marriages, early marriages, and
honour-based violence of predominantly 
males against females. The overall aim
of the conference is to increase, facilitate
and accelerate the exchange of
knowledge, experience and policies in
the work to prevent the occurrence of
honour related violence in Europe. 
Kvinnoforum aims to create multi-
sectoral networks to combat the abuse of
human girls and women and to establish
policy recommendations, and a European
plan of action. For more information:
http://www.kvinnoforum.se/events/regist
erevent.asp.

International Day Against
Facism and Antisemitism:
Hope not Fear

9 November 2004

Anti-fascist and anti-racist organisations
throughout Europe commemorate the
victims of the 'Kristallnacht' and Hitler's
fatal policy of mass murder. They protest
against contemporary forms of racism
and intolerance. Send in your activities
and order free campaign material (under
'new' or 'campaigns') online at
http://www.unitedagainstracism.org.

16 Days of Activism 
Against Gender Violence

November 25 - December 10, 2004

The 16 Days Campaign of Activism
Against Gender Violence, now in its
fourteenth year, is an international
campaign originating in 1991. The first
participants chose the dates, November
25, International Day Against Violence
Against Women and December 10,
International Human Rights Day, in
order to symbolically link violence
against women and human rights and to
emphasize that such violence is a
violation of human rights. Since 1991,
the 16 Days Campaign has included the
participation of over 1,700 organizations
in approximately 130 countries! The
theme for 2004 is “For the Health of
Women, For the Health of the World: No
More Violence”. To get involved and to
access the 2004 Take Action Kit
visit the Center for Women's Global
Leadership at www.cwgl.rutgers.edu.

Refugees Welcome Here!

This is a major new campaign to give
refugees and asylum seekers a better
welcome in Greater Manchester. Visit
www.refugeeswelcomeheregm.org.uk
for more information and to get involved!

I Have Before Me a
Remarkable Document
Given To Me by a Young
Lady From Rwanda

25 September - 22 October
Various Cities throughout the UK

Following the success of the play in
London, it is now going on a 32 date UK
tour. It deals directly with real
experiences of Rwandan refugees in
London. The play tells the story of two
people from entirely different worlds
who meet at a Refugee Centre. It is
funny as well as moving and follows the
developing relationship of the two. For
more information and exact tour
locations, visit www.iceandfire.org.uk,
email info@iceandfire.org.uk or call Ice
and Fire on 020 7482 4255.
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